
 

 

 

 

 

Part-Time Game Day Employment 

Position Descriptions  

 

 

50/50 Sellers:   

Sellers roam the stadium seating areas of Muncy Bank Ballpark pre-game and during the game selling 50/50 tickets.  

Sellers are expected to be high energy and motivated.  Sellers must be able to approach fans and explain the 50/50 raffle 

program, accurately handle the sale and distribution of tickets, and must be at least 18 years of age or older.  Expected 

hours: 2 per game 

Camera Operators: 

Camera Operators help bring the fan experience to the big screen at Muncy Bank Ballpark by filming game action and 

promotions during the course of the night using wireless or wired cameras located around the ballpark. Cameras may be 

in a static location on a tripod, or carried around the ballpark using a shoulder mount. Operators should be comfortable 

using a professional grade HD video camera and associated equipment. Camera operators must be able to stand for long 

periods of time. Expected hours: 5-6 per game 

Cleaning Crew: 

Cleaning crew members primarily work morning hours on both game days and some non-game days.  Members are 

expected to do light lifting and should be able to move easily up and down stairs, and handle some power equipment 

such as pressure washers, blowers, etc.  Expected hours: 20-25 per week 

Clubhouse Manager: (This position is full-time, seasonal and requires hours outside of games) 

The Clubhouse Manager is responsible for the daily maintenance and upkeep of all clubhouse facilities at Bowman Field 

to professional baseball standards. Responsibilities include, but are not limited to: A. Uniform inventory control & 

distribution to all players, and staff. B. Baseball & Bat inventory control & distribution. C. Laundry duties- all home team 

uniforms (and road uniforms upon return from a road trip), including jerseys, pants, and personal items. In addition, the 

laundering of all towels- home team, visiting team, & umpire. D. Janitorial duties in the home clubhouse including daily 

cleaning of all floors, and bathrooms, as well as daily trash removal…NOTE: visitor’s clubhouse and umpire room are 

cleaned by other staff members. E. Limited food purchasing. F. Managing the duties of the bat boys. G. Assist the field 

manager, coaches, trainers, and players as needed. H. NO overnight travel with the team is required.  Expected hours: 

10-12 hours per game day, additional hours as required on non-game days 

Concessions: 

Multiple job opportunities are available in the concessions department ranging from cooks, cashiers, food handlers, food 

deliverers, waitstaff, bartenders, vendors and more.  Concessions crew members are expected to have strong customer 

service skills, be able to communicate well with others, work in a fast-paced environment, use a point-of-sale 

system/cash register, securely handle cash/credit card transactions, and have the ability to stand for long periods of 

time.  Expected hours: 3-6 per game 

Grounds Crew: 

Grounds crew members work a combination of daytime and in-game hours.  Members are expected to be hard workers, 

be able to work outside for long durations and in varying weather conditions, and lift up to 50 pounds.  Members may 

be trained to use specialized equipment and must work well as a team.  Expected hours: 20+ per week 



Line Score Operator: 
The Line Score Operator will work in the press box operating the control box that displays Balls, Strikes, Outs, Hits, Runs, 
and Errors to the videoboard. The operator must have a knowledge of umpire signals and a limited knowledge of 
baseball scoring, and be able to take direction from the Official Scorer to ensure all correct information is properly 
displayed on the videoboard for both teams and fans. Expected hours: 3-6 per game 
 

Promo Crew / Customer Service: 

Customer Service / Promo Crew members assist in carrying our nightly promotions at Muncy Bank Ballpark. Members 

should be outgoing and have a willingness to have fun when working with the public.  Customer Service / Promo Crew 

members must be able to stand for long periods of time. Some positions will require the ability to handle cash 

transactions with fans. 

Ticket Sellers: 

Ticket sellers will work with customers face to face at the box office.  Sellers must have exceptional knowledge of Muncy 

Bank Ballpark's seating areas, ticket offerings, and pricing, as well as general knowledge of ballpark rules and 

regulations.  Sellers will be fully trained on the team's computerized ticketing system and should be proficient in using a 

computer.  Sellers will be expected to handle cash and credit card transactions and must be able to stand for long 

periods of time.  Expected hours: 2-5 per game 

Ticket Takers: 

Ticket takers will greet fans as they enter Muncy Bank Ballpark and ensure all fans have a valid ticket.  Ticket takers may 

also aid in the distribution of promotional items and bag checks.  Ticket takers are expected to enforce all entry and re-

entry rules, and rules that prohibit certain items from being brought into the ballpark.  Ticket takers must be able to 

stand for long periods of time.  Expected hours: 2-5 per game 

Ushers: 

Ushers assist fans in locating their seat location, wiping down seats, and answering fan questions about the team and 

facility.  Ushers also assist in keeping the ballpark a clean and family friendly environment and work with management 

to resolve any situations that require attention.  Ushers are expected to be friendly and have excellent customer service 

skills.  Expected hours: 3-6 per game 

 

 

 


